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Introduction and Summary 
Project Issues and Goals 
No one would disagree that people nowadays need leisure time to relax and get 
away from the everyday pressure. There are countless leisure activities that suit 
different people's needs. With healthy living idea prevailing and being increasingly 
emphasised these days, people are more concerned about their health when 
deciding what to do in leisure. Outdoor recreation becomes more and more 
popular and hiking on trails is one of the many choices that can easily be offered 
and promoted to the general public. 
Leisure outlet is indispensable in modem living. Of the many choices, health is 
increasingly emphasised to keep up the wellness of beings. Upon satisfying the 
desire for leisure and health, many would agree that nature would be the medium. 
The mission of the project is to create sensuous experience along the trail and a 
relaxing and restful journey to trail walkers. 
This thesis aims at exploring ways to add delights along the trail to give pleasure 
and satisfaction to people. 
Our lost connection with nature 
Daily, many people rise to face a workday doing Jobs that are unfulfilling. We are keenly 
aware of our public job or career identity. Paid less for doing more, many people look 
fo贿d to their private lives at home. But especially it is the weekends that Americans 
desire. The 'weekend'has come to mean more than a mere escape from the daily routine 
of work. The weekend offers us the opportunity to tinker with our private lives, build 
something based more on our desires and interests than the demands and roles of the 
workplace.... 
'believe that we are about to see great changes in our society. One of the most important 
_ be people's turning away from media-entertainment-technology, an all-too-passive 
distraction, to those activities that offer a direct, honest, in-touch participation - involvement 
that facilitate real wellness.... 
C出es offer a narrow vision of what it means to be human. Life in the city often reassures 
dwellers therein to feel suffocated, driven, hurried and lacking perspective. Something vita! 
to true human living is missing. Nature is in recess.… 
humans lived in and with nature for tens of thousands ofyears, following hunting paths, 
_ng woods, grasslands, and mountain trails. We evolved cosmologies, philosophies,‘ 
religions, rituals, and traditions based on our interaction with nature. The natural world was 
our home. 
L iving in cities with concrete, steel, glass, plastic, pollution; being bombarded by the media, 
flowing in a sea of people - this is a very recent happening in a few generation versus the 
millions years of our primitive, natural heritage.… 
Something about leisure, health, nature and pleasure 一 introduction to hiking 
// feels good to be out in the woods, on a mountain, looking to distant horizons, thrashing 
about grasslands, because that is where our first and true home was. We are meant to 
relate to nature, smell its intoxicating fragrances, challenge its mountain slopes, feel its 
_ reassuring presence beneath our feet，look to far-reaching horizons that open our 
vision heavenward to the stars and the universe itself. In nature, we become centred in our 
仕ue selves, grounded in its healing touch, enlivened by the sensual, physical expressions 
of colour, sound, scent, and visual magnificence, regain ourselves in the wilderness. 
Hiking, in its simplicity, actually meets real human needs, consi , honestly, and 
effectively. Hiking brings you into the natural world. Hiking involves walking through nature, 
climbing hills, stretching, examining rocks, flowers, trees and waterways with nose, eyes,‘ 
輒s and hands. Hiking demands that you get into the scenes you walk through, experience 
them directly by sweat, preparation and discipline. Hiking is a ‘doing' thing. 
The general feeling about hiking and being in nature was, for most, a spiritual experience. 
Peo t cleansed, more alive, curious, optimistic，and fun-loving while out in the natural 
world, during a hike, than where they came from. Hiking was like taking a retreat, 
meditating, getting back to the basics. A feeling of balance returned to their lives. The 
beauty of nature, peaceful and scenic, touched their hearts and souls. Life seemed more 
harmonious to them, as they reconnected to their natural heritage. Hiking is one sure way 
that people can reconnect with themselves, feel their own bodies as they strain up a 
challenging mountain slope, experience their own physical and mental energies released 
and flowing by the exercise hiking affords them, and enjoy the scenic encounters with 
nature that inspire rejuvenation of heart and soul. 
Hiking is a tool that restructures a person's lifestyle so that he or she begins to grow more 
healthy and balanced. The physical intensity of this outdoor exercise helps the individual to 
reconnect body to soul by enlivening both. After most hikes, we experience a deep sense 
of aliveness, having become more aware of the natural world around us and our body's 
new-found energy through the heightening of our five senses. We have observed colourful 
scenes, smelted flowers, touched cool mountain streams, tasted their waters, listened to 
the sounds of animals, storms, rivers, and rain. 
Pe 叩丨e who do hiking like the experience in an enthusiastic way that shakes them free from 
sedentary mentality they may have lived with for years, and recaptures some vita! 
memories inspired from youthful first encounters with nature. 
_ng is a vigorous form of exercise resembling an intense hour's workout in the gym. A 
f。uF to five-hour hike, especially if it includes some uphill walking, helps release a great 
amount of tension and stress, but more importantly, it creates energy. Once created, this 
dynamic energy flows in the body, and helps bring the mind's awareness to the physical 
world. We become grounded in the simple power of our own self. 
Hikers reconnect their mind with their body and its five senses. Since nature is a very 
sensual experience filled with floral scents, the rush of cold or hot wind in one's face, the 
侧ds of rushing waters, the textured touch of bark, stone and grass, hikers' sense are 
enlivened, their minds become aware of the body. If the person is willing, an experience 
with nature dears the mind. Being away from our daily routines means freedom from the 
demanding roles and expectations these roles entail. In nature we are free from civilisation, 
and are left with ourselves, where the well- pring of our fulfilment originates. ‘ 
Understanding of Experiences and Delights 
Presence of the Trail and its Quality (Physical Aspect) 
The trail chosen, the Hong Kong Trail is unique and different from other nature tails. The 
closeness to the city gives great contrast to the nature trail. The relationship between the 
contrasting strips of land is that they seem to exist together in the same context and yet 
耐e is a large gap between them as for the sense of place. There is no apparent 
transitional areas in most cases. However, there is strong connection of the trail to the city; 
sometimes the trail is just part of a road and it winds through natural and city landscape ‘ 
alternatively. The natural landscape forms the backyard of the city where people retreat 
This observation is somewhat like turning something inside out, where the city is on the 
outside and the natural landscape is on the inside, resembling the lining of a coat. This 
interlocking relationship of folding and unfolding landscape is fascinating and provoking to 
study. 
Perception of Nature and Trail (Human Aspect) 
The existence of man in nature is intriguing to me. Situated within nature is more than a 
experience to begin with. Being present in nature, one would on the contrary feels 
his/her absence within it whereas the experience of presence of nature is much more 
powerful in comparison. To reinforce the presence of nature, the absence of architecture 
and virtually the exclusion of everything except nature itself would be necessary. The 
experience while in nature and on the trail would be stimulated by the natural landscape, 
motion along the trail, vista revealing in front and so on. ‘ 
The experience is tuly revealing as the surprises are given merely in the local natural 
•text It is not manipulated as if one experiences space and various sensations in city 
being covered, enclosed and surrounded by people, traffic, noise and polluted air. 
Understanding of Delights (Subjective) 
The sense of delights may take different forms and there are different levels of delights. To 
address the physical needs of the users，something physical of built form may well suit the 
Nonetheless，it may be delight to some people and bothering or disturbing piece to 
o耐s as different people have different expectation for experience on the trail. In respect 
ofspiritua! enlightenment, it is even more abstract and there is hardly any single set of 
criteria that can satisfy the absolutely personal needs. Perhaps the only way or medium to 
embrace all the feelings and emotions is simply the immediate natural environment. No 
0阳 give an exact answer. As for the functional requirement of the trail that needs 
improvement, it is rather easy to define comparatively. The lack of attention on the city-
(trail) relationship could be studied and explored deeply to enhance people's reaction 
towards engaging activities in nature. The connection between city and nature trail should 
be strengthened and the functional attachment onto trail should be addressed and 
expressed in the fullest of physical and spiritual satisfaction. 
Attachments to Nature Trail (Articulation) 
//? relation to the functional and human aspects regarding the trail experience mentioned 
earlier, attachments to the tail are considered to articulate between the city and natural 
landscape and bring about delights to people. To generalise the treatment, there are two 
basic levels. The first one deals with the whole trail and gives it a total experience with the 
introduction of a starting point, ending point and midway point The second level has to do 
with the linkage between city and the trail. Something would be proposed between stages 
to strengthen the said relationship and encourage the access to the trail. 
Concerning the starting pointing which is at the Peak area, a place to welcome visitors to 
也e trail and exhibit relevant material would be proposed. For the ending point which is at 
Tai Long Wan, Shek 0, a place to orient people around to public transport, places of interest 
and offer refreshment and rest would be considered. Right at the midway portion of the 
_，3 place for people to recover, rest overnight, enjoy different taste of living and prepare 
for a further walk would be proposed. 
Between stages, minor attachments would be stuck at the supposed entrance/exit of the . 
sieges. The addition of such linkages would incorporate functions like gathering, little ^ ^ ^ 染 J 
exhibition specifically related to the area, refuelling and toilets. The attachments are 
intended to be unique pieces of merged landscape in the transitional areas. 
Project Summary 
programme 
trail delights, eco-recreational-therapeutic water place 
the trail experience is envisioned in two aspects, one on the total experience of the| 
whole trail, the other on an added experience as highlight, giving different delights. 
the first part is achieved through the introduction of thresholds to anchor the trail 
and give progression, the thresholds, as trail icons, include interpretation, water 
drip for washing hands, stamp machine as reward, seats and shelter, the 
thresholds are intended for people to pass through, signifying the ending of a stag^ 
and the start of another one, this help promote enjoyment and satisfaction. 
the next part is achieved through a water theme place for eco-recreation and eco-
therapy, featuring thermal bath, swimming pool, which are in place in nature, 
together with the existing boating lake, accommodation for trail walkers is 
provided for overnight stays, a path is designed to connect those functions, the 
place is for people to be in touch with nature, not just a mere encounter; it is carin( 
of the body and mind, to relax. 
猶,老身 
Context and Sites 
In Hong Kong, there are four major trails, namely Madehose Trail (100km), Wilson 
Trail (78km), Lantau Trail (70km) and Hong Kong Trail (50km). Hong Kong Trail is 
chosen as the context for a number of reasons. In terms of scope of study, it is more 
manageable than other trails since the entire length is the shortest among all. It is 
more favourable as the context is not so large and extensive that makes the selection 
of site or sites difficult. Besides, the topography of Hong Kong Island is that high hills 
act as the centra! spine of the island defining the north and south portion of the island. 
From north to south, three strips of land exist, flat land to hilly land to less hilly land. 
The north strip, facing the Victoria Harbour, is a dense and highly developed region 
and regarded as the heart of Hong Kong. The south strip is less developed in terms … 
density but residential development (mostly luxurious) dominates the area because of 
its great scenery. The centra! part is standing between these two strips, keeping 
natural reserve within it. Over the years, the island is keeping the hilly counterpart 
untouched and protected against urban sprawl. 
Moreover, the starting point of the trail is at the Peak, where all people including 
tourists are familiar with. The Peak is easy to reach and this facilitates the use of the 
trail by more people. The Hong Kong Trail is divided into eight stages, between which 
people walking the trail canreadHy find their way out and get back to city. 
Sites would be along the trail. Potential sites are identified at different points on the 
trail. A major development would be at the middle part of the trail, right at the end of 
细ge 4 and the start of stage 5’ where the Wong Nai Chung Reservoir Park is located. 
Vacation home facilities would be proposed for people to rest and perhaps stay 
overnight after a day's walking and continue the walk the other day. Accommodation 
and related facilities like shops and recreation centre would be provided. The existing 
rowing activity of the reservoir park would still be kept and incorporated into the 
vacation home base. Individual sites for minor inventions to give delights would be at 
another level of discussion and would be determined according to different criteria. 
Client and Users 
/4s the area concerned for the development falls within the country park area, the 
Country and Marine Parks Authority which has the ownership has full discretion in 
deciding what is being built within its boundary. Moreover, the Authority is responsible 
for the existing provision and maintenance of trail facilities. The thesis would be a 
proposal to the Authority for its consideration to upgrade the quality of trail and hence 
enhance the enjoyment of the public. Therefore the client would be the Country and 
Marine Parks Authority who would be the Director of Agriculture and Fisheries. Apart 
from the principal client, another client would be considered which is the Provisional 
Urban Council who is now owning the Wong Nai Chung Reservoir Park. As an 
integrated development for the Hong Kong Trail, the Country and Marine Parks 
Authority and the Provisional Urban Council would join as a team client for the project 
/Is for user profile, basically all people are welcomed. Users may be families or 
couples having a short vacation and spending the vacation on the trail; students outirii 
in nature; hikers having a longer stay on the trail; tourists paying visit in nature and 
seeing the other side of Hong Kong or social groups having gathering in nature. 
new functions 
the site for the water base is at the reservoir park, being an abandoned artefact, 
adopted and integrated with the existing to bring about a more 
complete experience through engaging different activities in nature. 
the landscape as a setting for recreation 
while it is possible to take part in many activities in an artificial or unattractive environment 
-for example, climbing on an indoor artificial rock face, or fishing from the bank of a canal 
in a derelict industrial area 一 for most people the setting in which the recreation takes place 
is a very important part of the whole experience, in many instances it is the landscape that 
they have come to see，and often the facilities needed are only those that enable them to 
obtain the most enjoyment from a scenic view. 
water features 
water is always an important element, and greatly increases the attractiveness of an area, 
whether the water is flowing or still it has special attractions - reflection，movement，drama, 
the play of light, the sound the water makes, and its cooling effect it is also a place where 
numerous recreation activities can take place, thus combining in a unique way the 
satisfaction of the activity with the beauty of the setting. 
The Project Brief 
Site and Constraints 
Constraints and Opportunities 
Background 
A recurrent theme that underscores the 150-years of development in Hong 
Kong is the serious shortage of developable land. To make the best use of 
3 resource at premium, a densely-packed urban morphology with high-rise 
buildings extending all the way from the core to the periphery has been 
engendered. The international image of Hong Kong is often focused on the 
phenomenal development density and associated bustling activities, being 
the quintessence if not extreme manifestation ofurbanism. The fact that 
the territory has an extensive countryside with uninhabited hills of high 
scenic value and rich endowment of natural elements is often not duly 
recognised. 
(excerpt from C. Y. Jim and Bosheng Li, Protected Areas and Nature 
Conservation in East Asia，Joint Publishing (Hong Kong) Company Limited 
Constraints 
intervention in, on, over, under the tail would most probably be within 
the country park area; approval from the Country Parks Authority 
therefore would have to be obtained for such intervention; 
funding would be limited because the funding required for the existing 
low-standard provision of facilities is not much; and 
the protected areas, especially the country parks, have to serve three 
somewhat conflicting objectives in regard to engaging with nature, 
which is conservation, recreation and education. 
Opportunities 
unique qualities of the context, being in the midst of city and natural 
environment; 
landuse and landscape in Hong Kong are characterised by sharp 
contrasts, with practically no transitional zone between city and 
countryside; and 
recreational patronage in the country parks has risen steadily to reach 
about 10 million visitors per annum in recent years. 
The site, the Wong Nai Chung reservoir park has a large extent of water and land 
Access to sites further away from the shore of the reservoir would be 
comparatively difficult. This makes people relatively hard to reach the place. 
Moreover, access to the construction site and transportation of building materials 
would be rather indirect. Besides, siting of buildings is critical as it will have great 
impact on the environment, it will also affect the evacuation procedure in case of 
emergency. Public transport can reach the site easily. This may be a benefit as it 
will be more popular because of its proximity to urban areas. 
Space Program 
eco-recreational (including existing boating lake) 
swimming pools 
pool area 1250m2 
changing rooms and wcs 200m2 
plant room 70m2 
entrance, office and circulation 120m2 
refreshment 60m2 
spectator viewing lOOnf 




cleaner's store 15nf 
make-up room 10m2 
hall with drinking fountains 35m2 
changing rooms 100m2 
showers 35m2 
wcs 30m2 
cold bath 12°C 15m2 
flower bath SO^C 30m2 
indoor pool 35。C 80m2 
outdoocpool 36°C 200m2 
fire bath 42®C 30m2 
stone island 25m2 
rock terrace 40m2 
rest space 30m2 
disabled wcs 5m2 
disabled cloaks and first aid room 10m2 
disabled access 10m2 
solar collector and plant space 80m2 
bath attendants 15m2 
subtotal 950m2 
accommodation 





Project Cost Estimate 
Total GFA=3750m2 
Construction cost for the accommodation facility (1000m” 
=1000 X $12,500 (construction cost for terraced houses) 
=$12,500,000 
Construction cost for other facilities (2750m2) 
=2750 X $14,500 (construction cost for individual prestige houses) 
=$39,875,000 
Total construction cost for the development 
=$52,375,000 (costs are at 4th quarter 1997 levels) 
As of Dec 1998, the total construction cost will amount to 
:$52,375,000 X (1.0117)12 
=$60,220,594 
The Process 
Outline of Process 
Concept of Displacement 
The concept of displacement is explored in the development. As trail walking 
is about displacement of people on land, displacement of people at the site, 
water as main body, is considered. The landscape treatment on the site is to 
create a path across the water, dividing the reservoir into parts. A few parts 
are changed into natural pools. Here the concept of displacement is brought 
further where part of the water in the reservoir is displaced to form pools. 
10 
h 1 is across the reservoir. 
)ath 2 is across the reservoir. 
)ath 3 is on the surrounding 
slope and into the vegetation. 




Moreover, a thermal bath is proposed at a piece of land adjacent to the 
reservoir, just like displacing the water from the reservoir to the adjacent land. 
The existing boating lake which is the reservoir is kept and have new paths 
cutting through it. 
a path across water is designed for people to get around the site [displacement of 
people], 
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the profile between the reservoir 
and the adjacent land is studied; 
the change in horizontal 
dimension (orientation) is 
transformed to a change in 
vertical dimension (upward/ 
downward movement); the new 
path across water has a reduced 
displacement; therefore is a 
shortcut with added experience. 
IT 
ntraduction building on the 
hore integrated with the 
xisting boating facility; 
ccommodation resembling tree 
oot form put into prominent 
ocation of the site facing the 
shore; and 
thermal bath and pool building 
inserted on the inward sides of 
the slope to hide the building 
mass. 
accommodation is at the same 
ocation but it is changed to 
some cave dwellings on the 
slope which will have little visual 
mpact on the site; and 
hermal bath is still at the same 
3lace. 
W 
[site concept 3] 
the path is still kept (displace-
ment concept); 
丨the path divides 2 natural pools 
- ^ w i t h treated waterfrom the 
[site concept 2| 
a path that winds round the reservoir is 
designed; part of which across water anq 
part of which across 丨and; 
accommodation is scattered along the slop 
adjacent to either the thermal bath or the 
pool building; 
the pool building is at the most prominent 
location this with protruding waterfall (people 
walk under the waterfall on the path) 
thermal bath is still at the same place 
concept development [site planning] 
site concept 1] 
^ 、 
The Design 
Development of the Design 
diagrams [trail analysis, trail condition and trail inteiventionl 
[trail analysis, connection] 
[trail analysis, urban] 
[trail analysis, nature] 
I T 
[trail analysis, highlights] 
[trail analysis, movement] 
[trail analysis, view] 
I F 
[trail condition, bridge over river] 
[trail intervention] 
1 window-like structure frames view down river 
2 trail map/info on the other side 
3 shelter over bridge to mark passage 
Itrail condition, dense vegetation forms heavenly like tunnel] 
[trail intervention] 
1 undulating path as introduction to tunnel ahead 
2 transparent plastic tunnel fixed on path to filter light coming through and mark 
passage 
3 trail map/info on the underside of the tunnel 
I F 
[trail condition, catchwater beside path] 
[trail intervention] 
1 something sticks out from ground to mark progression 
2 platform spans across the catchwater for people to sit 
3 trail map/info on slope with shelter on top 
\ 
[trail condition, path with low curved wall] 
[trail intervention] 
1 bands of paving materials to mark progression 
2 trail map/info on ground with seating on one side and water drip for washing hands 
on the other 
3 stamp machine as reward for finishing the stage 
T T 
succeeding concept layouts [thermal bath building] 
concept 1] 
compact simple building is put 
� J 譽 n the slope to test the building 
hiass and the genera丨 layout of 
t h e thermal bath. 
concept 2] 
nother scheme with dispersed 
ayout and building mass is 
Tied; also the level of the whole 
uilding is lowered and sub-
erged into the slope. 
[concept 3] 
the final form of the thermal 
bath fits the building along the 
ittle stream at the left of the 
Jlope; a pier like structure is in 
)lace as welcoming approach; 
he rooftops are used for 
utdoor sun bathing spaces. 
I F 
model with pebble rooftops in place 
model with rooftops taken away � " 
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ROOF DETAIL :10 
ifrffilfiffiS 
natural water on the slope ond from the stream is drained or 
the pebble rooftop, water passes through the specially designed 
skylight detail, light filters down the bathing space at the same 
time, the natural water Is collected in a tiny pool at the 
bottom of the stone wall. 
refer to sect ion D - D 
_D=CL 
drainage/l ighting detail 8 2 
thermal bath 
view from NW 
J ^ 
on-shore facility for 
food and drinks 
path across water and 
cave dwellings on slope 
bird's eye view from NE 
stacKed view ol 
the thermal bath 
rooftops leading down from the 
outdoor pool used as sun 
aathing space 
exploded view of 
the thermal bath 
i-Wv 
SKYLIGHT FOR STIARCASE 
PEBBLE ROOFTOP FOR SUN-BATHING 
PEBBLE ROOFTOP FOR SUN-BATHING 
-OUTDOOR POOL 
-ROOF SKYLIGHT/DRAINAGE DETAIL 
MINERAL BATH 
-OPEN AIR CENTRAL COURT 
FLOWER BATH 
•MALE CHANGING/SHOWER SPACE 
CENTRAL STAIRCASE 
FEMALE CHANGING/SHOWER SPACE 
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flower bath and mineral bath 
i 
stair to central courtyard 
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hot bath and cold bath 
the Hong Kong Trail 
the Wong Nai Chung Reservoir 
view from the NW 
plan view, Parkview on the 丨eft 
plan of the development 
[thermal bath, on shore 
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No one would disagree that people nowadays need leisure time to relax and get away from the everyday 
pressure. There are countless leisure activities that suit different people's needs. With healthy living idea 
prevailing and being increasingly emphasised these days, people are more concerned about their health when 
deciding what to do in leisure. Outdoor recreation becomes more and more popular and hiking on trails is one 
of the many choices that can easily be offered and promoted to the general public. 
This thesis aims at exploring ways to add delights along the trail to give pleasure and satisfaction to people. 
2.0. Project Brief 
2.1. Vision of the Project 
Leisure outlet is indispensable in modem living. Of the many choices, health is increasingly 
emphasised to keep up the wellness of beings. Upon satisfying the desire for leisure and health, 
many would agree that nature would be the medium to hold the pursuit. ‘ 
The mission of the project is to create sensuous experience along the trail and a relaxing and mstfu! 
trail walkers. 
2.2. Context and Sites 
In Hong Kong, there are four major trails, namely Madehose Trail (100km), Wilson Trail {78km), 
Lantau Trail (70km) and Hong Kong Trail (50km). Hong Kong Trail is chosen as the context for a 
number of reasons. In terms of scope of study, it is more manageable than other trails since the entire 
length is the shortest among all. It is more favourable as the context is not so large and extensive that 
makes the selection of site or sites difficult. Besides, the topography of Hong Kong Island is that high 
hills act as the central spine of the island defining the north and south portion of the island. From north 
to south, three strips of land exist, flat land to hilly land to less hilly land. The north strip, facing the 
Victoria Harbour, is a dense and highly developed region and regarded as the heart of Hong Kong. 
The south strip is less developed in terms of density but residential development (mostly luxurious) 
dominates the area because of its great scenery. The central part is standing between these two 
strips, keeping natural reserve within it. Over the years, the island is keeping the hilly counterpart 
untouched and protected against urban sprawl. 
Moreover, the starting point of the trail is at the Peak, where all people including tourists are familiar 
with. The Peak is easy to reach and this facilitates the use of the trail by more people. The Hong 
Kong Trail is divided into eight stages, between which people walking the trail can readily find their 
way out and get back to city. 
would be along the trail. Potential sites are identified at three points on the trail. The firstnode\s 
at the starting point which is near the Peak. Visitor facilities would be proposed there for introduction of 
the trail to the users. The second nodew)\M be at the middle part of the trail, right at the end of stage 
4 and the start of stage 5, where the Wong Nai Chung Reservoir Park is located. Vacation home 
facilities would be proposed forpeople to rest and perhaps stay overnight after a da/s walking and 
continue the walk the other day. Accommodation and related facilities like shops and recreation centre 
would be provided. The existing rowing activity of the reservoir paf1< would still be kept and 
incorporated into the vacation home base. The third node is at the end of the trail. A place for 
gathering, refreshment and orientation would be provided as reward for people finished the trail. The 
designation of the start and end of the trail is rather arbitrary and based on the assumption that the 
Peak is a more popular destination to begin the walk. In fact there may be no start or end for those 
who just walk a few stages of the trail. Individual sites for minor inventionsio give delights would 
be at another level of discussion and would be determined according to different criteria. 
2.3. Client and Users 
As the area concerned for the development falls within the countfy park area, the Country and Marine 





boundary. Moreover, the Authority is responsible for the existing provision and maintenance of trail 
facilities. The thesis would be a proposal to the Authority for its consideration to upgrade the quality of 
trail and hence enhance the enjoyment of the public. Therefore the client would be the Country and 
Marine Parks Authority who would be the Director of Agriculture and Fisheries. Apart from the 
principal client, another client would be considered which is the Provisional Urban Council who is now 
owning the Wong Nai Chung Reservoir Park. As an integrated development for the Hong Kong Trail, 
the Country and Marine Parks Authority mi the Provisional Urban a7"/7cy/would join as a team client 
for the project. 
As for user profile, basically all people are welcomed. Users may be families or couples having a 
short vacation and spending the vacation on the trail; students outing in nature; hikers having a longer 
stay on the trail; tourists paying visit in nature and seeing the other side of Hong Kong or social groups 
having gathering in nature. 
2.4. Constraints and Opportunities 
2.4.1. Background 
A recurrent theme that underscores the 150-years of development in Hong Kong is the 
serious shortage of developable land. To make the best use of a resource at premium, a 
densely~packed urban morphology with high-rise buildings extending all the way from the 
core to the periphery has been engendered. The international image of Hong Kong is 
often focused on the phenomenal development density and associated bustling activities, 
being the quintessence if not extreme manifestation of urbanism. The fact that the territoiy 
has an extensive countryside with uninhabited hills of high scenic value and rich 
endowment of natural elements is often not duly recognised. 
(excerpt from C. Y. Jim and Bosheng Li, Protected Areas and Nature Conservation in 
EastAsia, Joint Publishing (Hong Kong) Company Limited 1996) 
2.4.2. Constraints 
intervention in, on, over, underthe trail would most probably be within the country park 
area; approval from the Country Parks Authority therefore would have to be obtained for 
such intervention; 
funding would be limited because the funding required for the existing low-standard 
provision of facilities is not much; and 
the protected areas, especially the country parks, have to serve three somewhat conflicting 
objectives in regard to engaging with nature, which is conservation, recreationandi 
education. 
2.4.3. Opportunities 
unique qualities of the context, being in the midst of city and natural environment; 
landuse and landscape in Hong Kong are characterised by sharp contrasts, with 
practically no transitional zone between city and countryside; and 
recreational patronage in the country parks has risen steadily to reach about 10 million 
visitors per annum in recent years. 
3.0. Project Analysis 
3.1. Presence of the Trail and its Quality (Physical Aspect) 
The trail chosen, the Hong Kong Trail is unique and different from other nature trails. The closeness 
to the fi'/Kgives great contrast to the nature trail. The relationship between the contrasting strips of 
land is that they seem to exist together in the same context and yet there is a large gap between them 
as forthe sense of place. There is no apparent transitional areas in most cases. However, there is 
strong connection of the trail to the city; sometimes the trail is just part of a road and it winds through 
natural and city landscape alternatively. The natural landscape forms the backyard of the city where 
people retreat. This observation is somewhat like turning something inside out, where the city is on the 
outside and the natural landscape is on the inside, resembling the lining of a coat. This interlocking 5 
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relationship of folding and unfolding landscape is fascinating and provoking to study. 
3.2. Perception of Nature and Trail (Human Aspect) 
The existence of man in nature is intriguing to me. Situated within nature is more than a solitary 
experience to begin with. Being present in nature, one would on the contrary feels his/her absence 
within it whereas the experience of presence of nature is much more powerful in comparison. To 
reinforce the presence of nature, the absence of architecture and virtually the exclusion of everything 
except nature itself would be necessary. The experience while in nature and on the trail would be 
stimulated by the natural landscape, motion along the trail, vista revealing in front and so on. The 
experience is truly revealing as the surprises are given merely in the local natural context. It is not 
manipulated as if one experiences space and various sensations in city-being covered, enclosed 
and surrounded by people, traffic, noise and polluted air. ， 
3.3. Understanding of Delights (Subjective) 
The sense of delights may take different forms and there are different levels of delights. To address the 
p/7/s/C3/r]ee± of the users, something physical of built form may well suit the needs. Nonetheless, it 
may be delight to some people and bothering or disturbing piece to others as different people have 
different expectation for experience on the trail. In respect of s/?/；?/"沒/enlightenment，it is even more 
abstract and there is hardly any single set of criteria that can satisfy the absolutely personal needs. 
Perhaps the only way or medium to embrace all the feelings and emotions is simply the immediate 
natural environment. No one could give an exact answer. As for the fe//b/75/requirement of the trail 
that needs improvement, it is rather easy to define comparatively. The lack of attention on the city-
nature (trail) relationship could be studied and explored deeply to enhance people's reaction towards 
engaging activities in nature. The connection between city and nature trail should be strengthened 
and the functional attachment onto trail should be addressed and expressed in the fullest of physical 
and spiritual satisfaction. 
3.4. Attachments to Nature Trail (Articulation) 
"55 
In relation to the functional and human aspects regarding the trail experience mentioned earlier, 
attachments to the trail are proposed to articulate between the city and natural landscape and bring 碧 
about delights to people. To generalise the treatment, there are two basic levels. The f i r s t 一 
with the whole trail and gives it a totalexperiencemih the introduction of a starting point, ending point 
and midway point. The secondlevelhas to do with the linkage between dtyandthe trail. Something 
would be proposed between stages to strengthen the said relationship and encourage the access to 
the trail. 
Concerning the starting pointing which is at the Peak area, a place to welcome visitors to the trail and 
exhibit relevant materia丨 would be proposed. For the ending point which is at Tai Long Wan, Shek 〇， 
a place to orient people around to public transport, places of interest and offer refreshment and rest ‘ 
would be considered. Right at the midway portion of the trail, a place for people to recover, rest 
overnight, enjoy different taste of living and prepare fora further walk would be proposed.‘ 
Between stages, minor attachments would be stuck at the supposed entrance/exit of the stages. The 
addition of such linkages would incorporate functions like gathering, little exhibition specifically related to 
the area, refuelling and toilets. The attachments are intended to be unique pieces of merged 
landscape in the transitional areas. 
4.0. Project Formulation 
4.1. Overall Planning 
The ultimate goal of this project is to anchor the trail into the city and natural landscape. There are 
altogether 9 interventions proposed on the trail and they are in 3 different scales d{ development. 2 
signifying elements of intemiediate scale are proposed at the start and end of the trail; a larger scale 
development which is the major piece is proposed in the middle as the focus and highlight of the trail; 
minor interventions between stages are inserted as icons and prompt keys on the trail. ‘ 
(excerpt from the Hong Kong Trail leaflet published by the Country and Marine Parks Authority) 
42.1. Stage 1 the Peak section - the Peak to Pokfu/am Reservoir 
^ scenic walk along Lugard Road and the western section of Harlech Road. Along 
the western slopes of'High West', thence along a wooded contour path (part of 
Pokfu/am Family Walk) to Pokfu/am Reservoir Road. 
From the Peak station, walk along Lugard Road, this part is a tree walk (if follow 
Harlech Road, it is a jogging trail/fitness trail; there is also a path leading to the Peak 
Garden where a pavilion and view compass are located; from the Peak Garden, 
Governor's walk leads down to the junction of Lugard Road and Harlech Road)! 
Continue the walk along Harlech Road to the west. Up until the end of Harlech Road, 
there comes an open platform space {with a few seats at present), with a view over to 
the Harbour and neighbouring hill tops. 
It is selected as the site for the first intervention; a visitor facility will be 
proposed there; introducing the Hong Kong Trail, surrounding 
environment like the different walk and view at the Peak area and 
guiding information of walking the trail. 
There is a series of steps leading down the hill from the platform space, where the 
view of Pokfulam and Lamma Island is put in front of you. Before the point where the 
trail meets Pokfulam Reservoir Road, the trail winds around Pokfulam Reservoir on 
high levelled ground and it is also a family walk. The family walk then goes by the 7 
4.2. Site Analysis 
The Hong Kong Trail is a 50 kilometre walking route which passes through the five scenic country 
parks on Hong Kong Island. 
The trail is divided into eight sections which provide a variety of walks of different lengths and 
characters. Rather than trying to complete them all at once, you may wish to plan a series of leisurely 
walks to appreciate the scenery along the trail. There are no camp sites along the trail and it should 
be noted that sufficient time is allowed to leave the trail to reach home before nightfall. It is possible to 
walk the trail from west to east or vice versa. The walks will provide for many interests; for example, 
there is unlimited scope for photographer, for naturalist and geographer and for historian to discover 
remnants of Hong Kong's histofy. 
The Peak, Black's Link, Jardine's Lookout, Mt. Butler, or Dragon's Back sections allow people to enjoy panoramic 
views of Hong Kong Island. 
The first six sections offer reservoir scenery as they winds through all the reservoirs on Hong Kong Island. 
Starting from Peel Rise, along Lady dementi's Ride, to Wan Chai Gap (Sections 3 and 4), a woodland hike can be 
enjoyed. For easier family walking, the part of Section 1 just north of Pokfulam Reservoir is recommended. 
The view of the winding coastline can be enjoyed on the catchwater path that stretches along the eastern flank ofTai 
Tarn Harbour. 
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Pokfulam Reservoir and it forms a cycle. There are a number of picnic sites along the 
way. At the junction of the trail and Pokfulam Reservoir Road, one can either exit up 
Pokfulam Reservoir Road to the Peak or down Pokfulam Reservoir Road to Pokfulam 
Road. 
At the exit to Pokfulam Road, linkage element will be fixed to anchor the 
trail to the local context and strengthen the presence of the trail. 
People will know where to join the trail. Right between the 2 stages, 
simple direction signs will be fixed to direct people to these exits. In' a 
way, the connection between the trail and outside environment is 
established. The linkage will be minor attachment and act as icon on 
the trail. It will incorporate functions like exhibition of the characteristics 
of the immediate environment which is the Pokfulam Reservoir, water 
points for refreshment and toilet facilities. ‘ 
Stage 2 Pokfulam section - this provides a good view of Aberdeen Harbour 
From the Pokfulam Reservoir Road, walk along a south-bound track, passing the 
outskirts of Chi Fu Fa Yuen, and then along the catchwaterto Pee! Rise. 
Stage 2 begins at Pokfulam Reservoir Road. Passing Hacking Trail, the trail passes a 
woodland area. Out from the woodland area, the view expands and the whole 
Aberdeen appears. Until Peel Rise is reached, the stage ends. People can exit 
down Peel Rise, passing by a cemetery and down to Aberdeen Reservoir Road. 
At the intersection of Peel Rise and Aberdeen Reservoir Road, linkage 
to the trail is again proposed. The functions are similar to those at the 
start of stage 2. While there is a visitor centre up Aberdeen Reservoir 
Road in the vicinity, it is intended to be relocated to the new 
intervention. 
Stages Aberdeen Section 一 Peel Rise to Wan Chai Gap 
Up Peel Rise and then turn east onto a well wooded path which ends at Aberdeen 
Reservoir Road near Wan Chai Gap. 
Stage 3 provides you with a secluded natural environment which draws you to the 
inward and concave side of the hill and folds you up in woods and trees. Then you 
are pushed out to face the open view. The concave and convex topography repeats 
and gives contrasting sensation to people. When the trail meets the Aberdeen 
Reservoir Road, stage 3 ends and people may exit up Aberdeen Reservoir Road to 
Wan Chai Gap where the Police Museum is close by. Down Aberdeen Reservoir 
Road one will find Aberdeen Reservoir There are many countryside recreational 
facilities near Aberdeen Reservoir, such as barbecue sites, picnic sites, fitness trail, 
nature trail and tree walk. ‘ 
The intervention introduced here will give people orientation to the 
Police Museum and Aberdeen Reservoir and regular functions 
mentioned earlier wfill still be operated. 
Stage 4 Wong Chuk Hang Section - Wan Chai Gap to Wong Nai Chung 
Gap- suitable for a family outing 
• the wooded Lady dementi's Ride south and east from Aberdeen Reservoir 
Road and then a short dimb up to a contour footpath to Black's Link at Middle Gap. 
Thence eastward to Wong Nai Chung Gap enjoying the views of Wong Chuk Hang 
and Deep Water Bay. 
Stage 4 starts from Lady Clement's Ride and passes through woodland area with 
glimpses of the Aberdeen Reservoir. At some point along the Lady Clements Ride, the 
trail branches out into a path to Aberdeen Reservoir where numerous barbecue sites 
are located as mentioned earlier. The Lady Clement's Ride finishes at the start of a 
very tough walk up the slope which climbs about 120 metres. Following that is levelled 
ground until Middle Gap is reached and turn into Black's Link. At the end of Black's 
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Wong Nai Chung Gap Road, Deep Water Bay Road, Repulse Bay Road and Tai Tarn 
Reservoir Road. The traffic is so busy that the continuation of the trail is disturbed and 
it is very difficult to identify the way to stage 5. 
「 ^ 
The 5'" intervention is proposed here at the Wong Nai Chung 
Reservoir Park. Accommodation facility for people to stay overnight 
after a day's hike and consider to continue the walk the other day will 
be provided. The land adjacent to the reservoir will be used for this 
development and the existing boating function of the reservoir park will 
be kept and incorporated to transport people from the reservoir shore 
to the accommodation facility. Together with the accommodation facility, 
linkage element like the ones at previous stages is proposed on the ， 
shore of the reservoir park. Similar functions will be adopted inside 
and the exhibition will be about the other two very important and 
popular trails on the Island, which cut the cross-section of the island, 
namely Sir Cecil's Ride and Tsz Lo Lan Shan Path (which is part of the 
Wilson Trail). Apart from that, small-scale shops will be provided for 
people to buy food and drinks and barbecue stuffs. 
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4.2.5. Stage 5 Jardine's Lookout section - Wong Nai Chung Gap to Mt Parker 
Road 
From St. John 's Ambulance Brigade Memorial Monument on Wong Nai Chung Gap 
Road, follow Tai Tarn Reservoir Road to an uphiUpath leading to Jardine 's Lookout. 
Thence down to a catchwateranda footpath behind the Mt Butler Quarry leading to 
a barbecue site with a rainshelterbeside Mt. ParkerRoad. This section is rugged 
and is really for experienced hikers. 
Stage 5 starts by the entrance of the Hong Kong Parkview which is along Tai Tarn 
Resen/oir Road. This stage overlaps with the second stage of the Wilson Trail and 
climbs uphill to Jardine's Lookout. Then the trail goes downhill neara quarry site and 
further down to Siu Ma Shan and Mount Butler and the Quarry Gap where the stage 
ends. People can exit down Mount Parker Road to the Quarry Bay Extension of the 
Tai Tarn Country Park, where there are numerous facilities such as 2 morning walk 
gardens, picnic and barbecue sites, tree walk and part of Wilson Trail. 
Another intervention will be proposed here as another icon on the trail 




and the exhibition will be about the Tai Tarn Reservoir and the Quarry 
Bay Extension of the Tai Tarn Country Park. 
Stage 6 Tai Tarn section - Mt Parker Road to Tai Tarn Reservoir 
From the rainshelter follow the country park track southwards down to Tai Tarn 
Reservoir Road. Further down the road, turn eastward at the country park 
information board, onto a hill path leading to Tai Tarn Road. 
Stage 6 starts from the Quarry Gap down Mount Parker Road. The trail then passes 
by Tai Tarn Reservoir and the great view of the dam is highlight of this stage. This 
stage ends when Tai Tarn Road is crossed. 
The exhibition in this 严 intervention will be about the coastal scenery 
and features of Tai Tarn Harbour as stage 7 is mainly along the 
catchwater path that stretches along the eastern flank of Tai Tarn 
Harbour. 
Stage 7 Tai Tarn Bay section — Tai Tarn Reservoir to D'AguHar Peninsula 
From Tai Tarn Road walk along the catchwater to To Tei Wan, and enjoy the coastal 
landscape of Tai Tarn Bay. Then walk up a flight of steps to reach ShekORoad. 
Stage 7 starts from Tai Tarn Road and goes along the catchwater path which diverts 
water to Tai Tarn Reservoir. The trail winds along the coastline of Tai Tarn Harbour 
and offers oceanic view to Tai Tarn Bay. Following the catchwater path up to To Tei 
Wan, one can get to To Tei Wan Beach where many foreigners go for swimming, wind-
surfing and kayaking. The steps that follows take people up to Shek 0 Road, ending 
stage 7. 
The intervention will Introduce water sports as it is close to To Tei Wan ^ 
and regular facilities will also be provided. 一 xz O) 
TJ Stage 8 Tai Long Wan section — To Tei Wan to Tai Long Wan (Big Wave 一 
Bay) 2 
Climb Dragon 's Back from Shek 0 Road and then down onto a contour path running 一 
northwards to Tai Tarn Gap. Turn east along a country park track to a way-marked 
footpath down to the public car park at Tai Long Wan where the Hong Kong trail 
ends. The Dragon's Back section is steep and exposed and is recommended only for 
experienced hikers. 
Stage 8 starts right at Shek 0 Road up the hill to Shek 0 Peak. The way ahead is on 
the ridge with the name of Dragon's Back. On top of Dragon's Back, the view on the 
right opens out to the east of the island featuring the beaches, islands and a golf 
course. While the view on the left is towards Tai Tarn Bay and Red Hill. The trail 
continues and passes Wan Cham Shan and loops around Mount Collinson to Pottinger 
Gap‘ The trail goes further and finally ends at Tai Long Wan where there is a parking 
lot with various buses and minibuses to different areas. 
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4.4. Project Cost Estimate 
Total GFA=3460m2 
Construction costforthe accommodation facility at the inten/ention (2000m2) 
=2000 X $12,500 (construction cost for terraced houses) 
=$25,000,000 
Construction costforotherfacilities {1460m') 
=1460 X $14,500 (construction cost for individual prestige houses) 
=$21,170,000 
Total construction costforthe development 
=$46,170,000 (costs are at 4th quarter 1997 levels) 
As of Dec 1998, the total construction cost will amount to 
=$46,170,000 X ( 1 . 0 1 1 7 0 / 0 ) 1 2 
=$53,086,107 
This final point on the trail will be a place for people to gather, be 
refreshed and orientated. There will be exhibition on the Shek 0 area 
besides the gathering space and associated activities like souvenir 
shops. 
4.3. Schedule of Accommodation 










(AdditionalcostshxihQ following may be required at the accommodation facility at the 5协 intervention: 
slope works, landscaping, and felling/transplanting tree^ 
5.0. Project Development 
For the overall planning, issues are identified as study area and conceptual framework for the design of the 
project. Issues identified are image, legibility, response to environment and comfort. 
5.1. Image 
The image projected on the interventions should be respectful to the environment and be 
architecturally articulated and exciting to bring about visual delight. 
5.1.1. PR1 and concepts 
The appearance of the buildings should be compatible with the natural environment. 
concept 1 
natural materials used 
concept 2 
form of building takes the shape of natural objects like trees 
concept 3 
wori< with the topography to minimise destruction to the landscape 
^^^^、 
1 
5.1.2. PR2 and concepts 
The interventions being at the interface between the city and the natural environment should be 
addressed. 
concept 1 
change of building materials 
concepts 
inviting gesture into the natural environment 
5.1.3. PR3 and concepts 
The design of the buildings should provoke strong sensation to people. 
concept 1 
interplay of materials 
concept2 
interplay of colour of materials 
L 
5.2. Legibility 
The interventions should be legible and clearly identified as icons so as to better anchor the trail into 
the city and attract people to join the trail. 
5.2.1. PR1 and concepts 
The interventions should be in a dominant position to attract people's attention. 
concept 1 
visible from major road 
higher from the ground 
n . 
5.2.2. PR2 and concepts 
The interventions should be eye-catching. 
concept 1 





change of materials 
concepts 
projection from the building r 
5.2.3. PR3 and concepts 
There should be consistency in the design of the buildings to enhance legibility. 
concept 1 
same types of materials used throughout 
L」 
con_2 
horizontal or vertical elements emphasised 
5.3. Response to environment 
There should be sensitive response to the natural environment in the design of the buildings. 
5.3.1. PR1 and concepts 
The buildings should take into account the geological effects of the sites. 
concept 1 
natural ventilation used 
\ • 
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concepts 
materials durable in weathering 
義 I 
5.3.2. PR2 and concepts 
The buildings should be built in relation to the natural topography and landscape. 
concept 1 
minimum intrusion into land 
concept 2 
minimum felling of trees and removal of stones 
5.4. Comfort 
The built environment so designed should be comfortable and maintain a close relationship with the 
natural environment. 
5.4.1. PR1 and concepts 
Passive means should be used to give a comfortable environment. 
concept 1 
natural ventilation used 
concept2 
shading devices used 
位 
6.0. Project Design 
6.1. Schematic Design 




7.1.1. Mr. T.S. Ching 
Senior Field Officer (Island) 
Country and Marine Parks Authority 
Agricultural and Fisheries Department 
According to the meeting with Mr. Ching on Oct 26 98, the following advice was noted: 
all land belongs to the District Lands Office, including the country park areas (and the trail); 
district Lands Office further allocates the country park areas (including the trail) to the ‘ 
Agricultural and Fisheries Department to plan, develop and manage the land; 
any development on the trail should be approved by the Country and Marine Parks 
Authority; 
all development on the trail should be in accordance with Section 10 of the Country Parks 
and Special Areas Regulations; 
stated that there were no specific development proposals on the trail; 
the facilities proposed should be necessary, compatible with the environment and should 
consider the problem of vandalism; 
stated that survey showed that foreign trail users prefer to have a rougher path while local 
trail users prefer an easier and better paved path; 
advised that the Countryside Development Division would be responsible for the planning of 
facilities in country par1< areas in which the trail is located; and suggested consult Planning 
Officer (Island) forfurther information; 
advised to take for reference the Lions Nature Education Centre at Tsiu Hang; the land on 
which the centre was built belongs to the Country and Marine Parks Authority; the Lions 
Group donated money to develop the centre and the Country Parks Authority has 
empowered the group to manage the centre; and 
regarding the strategy for recreation and conservation in the countryside, park zonation is 
very much emphasised; the countryside is zoned intensive, dispersed, extensive and 
wilderness where development is strictly prohibited in the wilderness and the level of 
developments varies in the other three. 
7.1.2. Miss Y.N. Ngai 
Planning Officer (Island) 
Country and Marine Parks Authority 
Agricultural and Fisheries Department 
According to the tele-conversation with Miss Ngai on Oct 29 98, the following advice was 
noted: 
the establishment of Hong Kong Trail as compared to other trails is different; the Maclehose, 
Lantau and Wilson Trail are targeted mainly for long-distance hikers whereas Hong Kong ‘ 
Trail serves multiple functions and diverse categories of users; it serves not only hikers, but 
also morning walkers and families out in the countryside; besides there are other trails located 
close to the trail, such as family walks, nature trail and tree walks, thus accounts for its 
popularity; and 
she commented that existing provision of trail facilities which include view compass, toilets, 
picnic and barbecue points could serve well the local community; however, she expressed 
no negative opinion on proposals on extending facilities for the trail other than the existing 
functional provision; she would welcome new visions on the trail and would like to see how 
different possibilities could inspire planners. 
7.1.3. Mr. C. a Lee 
Assistant Recreation andAmenities Officer (South District) 
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According to the meeting with Mr Lee on Nov 5 98, the following advice was noted: 
with reference to the engineering conditions and allocation plan for the Wong Nai Chung 
Reservoir Park, the boundary of the land allocated to Urban Council as part of the par1< by 
District Lands Office was clearly marked; it includes some sloped areas around the reseivoir, 
and Urban Council has to take care of the slope works of the area and also the maintenance 
of the reservoir including the dam and the cost is therefore very high compared to the 
provision of recreational facilities; 
besides, if the land allocated falls within the drainage reserve zone, Urban Council has to take 
care of any make good works resulted from works carried upon the land allocated; and 
it is inferred that if any development is carried upon the land adjacent to the reservoir which is 
shared by the Urban Council and the Agricultural and Fisheries Department, a joint venture 
to develop can be considered as it will lower the burden on Urban Council which is financially 
independent from the government. 
7.1.4. The Countryside Heritage ofHonaKong 
According to the tele-conversation with the representative of the Countryside Heritage of 
Hong Kong on Oct 29 98, the following advice was noted: 
the Hong Kong Trail serves as the backyard for the Island residents; its closeness to the 
urban areas provides convenience for people who use the trail; 
there are many exits along the trail and this is an advantage that it can cater for different 
users, long-distance walkers (the whole trail), hikers target for several stages atone time, 
leisure walkers for only one stage, and morning walkers orfamilies using the family walks and 
nature nearby, as they can leave or join the trail freely; 
stated that the vegetation planted on the trail is very different from those planted inside partes, 
so it gives different feeling to people staying in a park and on the trail; and ‘ 
in their opinion, they are more concerned about the natural habitat in countryside, the 
vegetation, insects and animals; they seldom concerned about the development in the 
countryside. 
7.1.5. Friends of the Country Parks 
According to the tele-conversation with the representative of the Friends of the Country Partes 活 
on Oct 29 98, the following advice was noted: 
the organisation concerned about matters relating to Wilson Trail which is the newest trail; 2 
unlike other trails, Wilson Trail was not funded by the government, the idea to build the trail — 
was initiated by a group of enthusiastic people having interest in hiking and the trail picks the 
favourite paths of Sir Wilson, our past govemorand it was named after him; the building of the 
trail was funded by the Royal Jockey Club and the cost was approximately 10 million dollars 
at that time; since then, the trail was handed over to the Country Parks Authority to manage; 
and ’ 
the provision on Wilson Trail is no different from other trails. 
7.1.6. Individuals 
The following is what some of the trail people desired: 
adventure-like trail; 
more toilets needed; 
water points needed; and 
more information and clearer signage 
7.2. Statistics (excerpt from Country Parks Visitors Survey 1997-1998、Country and Marine Parks 
Authority) 
As the Hong Kong Trail passes through the five scenic country parks on Hong Kong Island, and many 
trail walkers' main destination is the country parks instead of the trail itself, the visitor survey carried out 
in country parks is useful in investigating the users on the trail. (There is no survey carried out to 
study the users on the trail slo门e) 
The following is excerpted from the visitor survey on country parks 97/98, which is relevant for the 
thesis: 
Visitors to country parks 
Particulars are collected from individuals using country parks, in order to have knowledge about 
country park users, and to further evaluate existing facilities and services (whether it needs 
improvement); moreover, this information can be used as developing policy of and managing country 
parks. 
Gender 
male 71%; female 29% 
result similar to 94/95 survey 
Age 
The visitors are commonly found to lie in age groups 20-34 and 35-60. These age groups account 
for more than 80% of visitors in both gender categories. 
Education level 
Over 80% of visitors have attained secondary level or above; 27% of which even attained college 
level. Compared with 94/95 results, there is a 27.4% increase. 13% are in primary level and 2% 
have not received any formal education. It is found that visitors to Pokfuiam and Tai Tarn have a 
higher education level, over 45 % have attained college level. 
The Country and Marine ParksAuthoritywill suit the needs of different visitors by providing suitable 
facilities and information in response to the overall increase of education level of country park visitors. 
Occupation 
The largest proportion of visitors belongs to clerical personnel, and those engaging in sales and 
servicing industry (30%). The second is technical workers (15%) and professionals (13%), then is 
the retired and the unemployed (9%), housewives (7%) and half skilled labour. ‘ 
Compared with 94/95 results, there is clear increase in proportion for professionals. 
Comparison with Hong Kong population distribution 
It is found that the percentage of male park visitors aged 20-34 outnumbered that of the population 
distribution in the same group, showing the country parks are most successful in attracting that 
particular range of visitors. 
The composition of country park users 
This part aims to study the association of users (individual vs. in group); their companions (friends, 
relatives or schoolmates?). This will help to gain insight in the usage of country parks, facilities and 
organising activities. With this in mind, the management group can thus provide efficient service to park 
users. 
Visitor group size 
Usually country park users form groups of 2-5 regardless of weekday or weekend visits (weekdays 
80.6%; weekends 86.1%). Groups of 6-10 account for 7-8%. Groups of more than 10 only account 
for a very minor percentage. On weekdays, 12% of the total would go on their own, while on 
weekends, only 5.4% would go alone. 
Visitor group categories 
Results show that most of the visitors go with their friends (40%), the next category is family (31 %), 
8% with no accompany and 6% with schoolmates and colleagues while large groups such as school 
and other group outing share 9%. 
Time spent in country parks 
The time during which people visitor country parks have a fixed range. This very much has to do with 
the weather, whether it is weekday or weekend, working time, living pattern, travel distance and so on. 





Weekdays and weekends 
48o/o of visitors visit on weekdays (Monday through Friday); 52% visit on weekends and Sundays. 
Towards the end of the week (i.e. Thursday and Friday), more people are found to visit the parks. In 
addition, the number of visitors on Sunday is twice that on Saturday. 
Time arrived 
The majority of visitors arrive during 9:00am-11:00am. The peak time is around 10:30am, thereafter 
the number drops, and after 1:30pm, the number drops even more rapidly. ‘ 
Time left 
The majority of visitors leave during 3:30pm-5:30pm. The peak time is around 4:30pm. Morning 
walkers normally leave from 8:00am onwards. Visitors arrived in the morning would stay at least till 
12:30pm. From then, people start to leave and 92% would have left before 6:00pm. 
Time stayed 
Normally, people stayed in country parks for 6 hours. Half-day visitors stayed less than 3 hours 
shared 46%. Average time spent is 2-5 hours. 1.4% would stay overnight. This figure increases 
from 1.0% in 94/95. 
Number of visits in a year 
50% visit country parks 1-5 times a year. 
Evening and night visits to country paiks 
32% of visitors have stayed in country parks at night (after 7:00pm). This shows the increase from 
250/0 in 94/95. The increase in number of night visitors and overnight visitors is partly a result of the 
improved transportation network. The change in leisure pattern should also be noted and necessary 
attention paid by relevant authority. 
The use of transportation to reach country parks 
O) 
The physical distance, travelling distance and transportation convenience make up important factors in 
deciding to go to which country parks. So this chapter specially focused on the transportation means t o -
get to the country parks. The travelling time and fare will also be in discussion 2 
Major transportation 
Generally speaking, the location of the country parks determines the type of transportation taken. 
People can walk to Aberdeen country park and those parks close to the urban area or have 
immediate neighbourhood area, whereas people can only take ferry to go to Lantau Island. Apart 
from the above consideration, the most frequently used transportation is bus (23.6%), walking 
(18.6%) and private cars (16.6%). The use of car drops 23% from 94/95 on (rank V ' to rank 3 ’ 
while the use of bus increases by 9.5% (rank to rank 1^). 
The use of bicycles to get to country parks has increased from 0.4% t o l l %; however, the 
destinations are either on Lantau Island or in Plover Cove country park. ‘ 
Travelling time 
Over 80% of visitors arrive at the country parks in less than half hour. This figure is extraordinarily 
high compared with 23/1% in 94/95. 98.5% of visitors arrive at the country parks in less than 2 
hours. The travelling time required is shorter than before. This shows on the one hand the 
improvement of transportation and on the other the tendency of the visitors to choose nearer parks. 
Purposes of visits to country parks 
The analysis of purposes of visits to country paries can help the understanding of the functions of 
different partes and also the preference of the users. The activities in the country park areas also have 
a certain pattern which serve as one of the criteria in evaluating the existing facilities and are beneficial 
to the future planning and development. 
Reasons of visits 
The most popular reason is the ease of transportation (22.3%), the second is closeness to living place 
(21.50/0). Results differ from 94/95 only in the changing of 1 ^  and rank. This indicates that visitor 
no longer have to depend on parks close to their living place because of the ease of transportation 
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Good scenery is another important reason (14.6%). 
Major activities 
Among the activities people used to do in country parks, barbecuing is still the most popular (29%). 
The rest goes to leisure walking (22%), hiking (21%), picnicking (7%) and morning walking (6%). 
The results do not change much from 94/95. Different age groups have different inclination of activities. 
For aged 13-19, their major activity is barbecuing (more than half). This percentage is the highest 
among the other age groups. Conversely, for fishing, biking, camping and flying kites, they have the 
highest participation. They belong to a group with diverse recreational interests and needs and are 
more active. 
For aged 20-34, hiking is their major activity apart from barbecuing. They also have high participation 
in fishing and photographing. 
For aged 35-60, leisure walking is their major activity, then is hiking and they have high participation in 
field study among others. 
For aged above 60, their activity pattern differs the most. Their major activity is morning walking, the 
rest is leisure walking and hiking. Fitness exercise is also one of their important activities. ‘ 
Generally, with increase in age, the popularity of barbecuing and picnicking drops; on the other hand, 
the popularity of leisure walking, morning walking and fitness exercising increases. Flying kites is ‘ 
mainly found in the age group 13-34. Hiking is found in the wider age group 20-60. 
Prefermd/Desired activities 
The activities that most visitors found to be theirfavourite is still barbecuing, hiking and leisure walking. 
Results indicate that there is not much restriction in terms of existing provision of venue and facilities to 
hinder the various activities welcomed by visitors. On the other hand, the choice of area for the types 
of activities is more important. 
As the visitors major activity is barbecuing, this poses pressure on the supply of barbecue sites in the 
countryside and the litter problem. Besides, facilities provided are notfully and efficiently utilised. The 
authority concerned can thus promote diverse countryside activities and better use of facilities. People 
can be more informed about recreational choices in countryside other than barbecuing. B 
eJCw 
Comparison between major activities and desired activities 活 
What kinds of activities are preferred and desired and yet not satisfied at present? = 
What kinds of activities are popular and yet not particularly preferred or desired? 2 
The comparison between the major activities and preferred and desired activities can give clues to the — 
desired pattern. 
Results show that hiking, biking, photographing and physical fitness exercise are desired activities but 
are not satisfied currently. Introduction and promotion to the public can be considered to widen 
people's choice. 
Visitors' expectation 
In orderto help evaluate the works of the authority, understand visitors' changing needs, visitors' view 
towards facilities and services provided is collected for analysis and suitable steps taken to adapt to 
peoples' needs. 
View towards facilities and services 
found in the wider age group 20-60 
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I n response to the growing needs of trail walkers, the authority has undertaken promotion 
programmes. 
There are some other comments: 
Lack of facilities - emergency facilities, litterbins, trail surface paving 
Suggested items - clear signage 
Visitor centres 
Almost 30% of visitors do not know that there are visitor centres inside country parks and there are 
only 6 visitor centres for 18 country parks. The visitor centre definitely needs promotion to let the 
public know more about the countryside and the facilities provided. Other comments include too few 
exhibits inside visitor centres. 
Recreational Facilities 
There are some other comments: 
Lack of facilities _ including biking trail, fishing spot, barbecue pits and seating, way-marking and 
children's recreational facilities 
Suggested items-plant more trees and add water points near barbecue pits; illumination in toilets; and 
way-marking on the path ‘ 
Long distance trails 
Sjq6 ! | 9p
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The guided walks is mainly targeted for student groups and some organisations. So, normally visitors 
have little idea about it. The authority can consider promotion to increase the coverage of this 
programme to a larger group of the public. 




Cleanliness of the countryside has always been a demanding requirement from the visitorB. The 
authority has given continuous efforts in improving the cleanliness of places, increasing the frequency 
of cleaning the toilets, allocate more staff in peak time and more popular destinations, try to improve the 
design of letter bins and toilets. Although thefeecback is the worst among otheraspects, there are still 
50% expressed 'acceptable' level and 30% 'goocT level, proving the constant efforts of the authority 
attempting to keep up the standard. Meanwhile, education and promotion to keep the countryside 
clean is very important. 
There are some other comments: 
Lack of facilities - water points and litterbins 




Areas to be improved 
The most urgent is on the increase in and improvement of hygiene facilities, and the next is the 
increase in recreational facilities. 
Voluntary services 
Similar to guided walks, a high percentage do not know there is voluntary services. Voluntary 
services is open to participation of social groups to take care of the environment. The authority plays a 
passive role and the service is only carried out upon request on arranging the activity. The authority 
therefore can better promote this programme. 
General impression 
S ! i j 6 ! 一 9 p
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7.3. Relevance (excerpt from C. Y. Jim and Bosheng Li, Protected Areas and Nature 
Conservation in East Asia, Joint Publishing (Hong Kong) Company Limited 1996) 
In accordance with Section 4 of the Country parks Ordinance, country parks are established for the 
following purposes: 
encouraging their use and development for the purposes of recreation tourism] and 
providing facilities and services for the public enjoyment. ‘ 
丁 he Agriculture and Fisheries Department\s the principal body responsible for nature conservation 
and management of protected areas in Hong Kong. 
丁he Countryside Development Division country parks and special areas for purposes of 
nature conservation, recreation, tourism, countryside education, and manages government 
woodlands established around new towns. 
Due to the small land area of Hong Kong and the absence of large stretches of undisturt)ed 
ecosystems or landscapes of outstanding character, there is no scientific reserve or strict nature 
reserve, national park or natural monument or natural landmark. Protectedareas\n Hong Kong only 
occupies semi -natural and managed ecosystems that allow recreational usage. 
Each park is a geographical entity with its own natural (sometimes also cultural) characters by virtue of 
location, landuse, landform, vegetation and management history. Some are contiguous to urban 
areas, and the rest are situated within the distance of a one-day journey. A wide spectrum of park 
characteristics and accessibility is thus available. 
In Recreation Priority Areas, recreational facilities in a rural setting will be provided to supplement local 
open spaces in urban areas, to provide more recreational choice and outlets, to complement country 
parks, and to take away some recreational pressure from the vulnerable landscape of some country 
parks. 
Country parks are established for public enjoyment. Provision of facilities and services promoting 
human happiness has naturally become one of the primary tasks of the planning process. On the 
other hand, the countryside upon which people's enjoyment depends is sometimes very fragile, and 
vulnerable to damage, in particular under the pressure of urban development. Conservation of 
countryside is therefore very important. Without this, the degree of enjoyment people can experience 
will be reduced. The planning process therefore seeks to maintain a sensible balance between 
recreation development and the conservation of the natural environment. In order to achieve the 
overall objectives of Country Parks, strategic plans in the form of series of ParkPlansdXQ prepared for 
a group of adjoining Country Parks. These plans provide the basic planning and development 
framework forachieving the following targets: 
to ensure that the right kind recreational development takes place in the suitable locations, 
to minimise potential conflicts between the interests of recreationaldevelopment^r)6 countryside 
conservation, 
to provide guidehneshr the control of development; and 
to identify areas for protection, improvement and conservation. 
A variety of education and participation activities are provided for the public to enable them to be 
physically involved in the conservation and management wori<s. These include forestry wor1< camps, 
Community Tree Planting Scheme, Forest Adoption Project, Greening forthe Chest and the Clean and 
Green Schemes. Furthemiore, seven visitor centres, and regular guided educational walks have 
been provided in various country parks. All these were well received by visitors. Guidebooks and 
leaflets are published for public study and on-site interpretation materials are provided to facilitate 
visitors' understanding and enjoyment of country parks. 
Par1<s are developed on a zoning system in which the park area is divided into conservation 
recreational zones. The level of recreational use is defined in these zones. Briefly, more facilities are 
provided in intensive recreational zones and less provided in the conservation zones where 
recreational uses are discourage or confined to low-impact activities ^ ch as hiking^ walking; and 
in some ecologically sensitive areas public access is discouraged or not provided. ‘ 







of intensive impacts and crowding. The uneven distribution pattern of park users in fact is partly a 
result of deliberate management policy. The park zonation strategy divides parks into two major zones 
for recreation and conservation. The former is further divided into several zones according to the 
intensity of target recreational facilities. 
The intensive zone is situated at the most accessible parts of a park, often at the pari< entrance or 
adjacent to the main roads so that a large volume of patrons could arrive directly and easily. A high 
level of facilities are provided to meet the heavy demands, including those for picnics, barbecues, 
toilets, information kiosks, children play equipment, caiparks, airival area, tree planting and sometimes 
hard surfaces. Such road-edge sites provide psychological safety to users and suit very well the 
popular preference for gregarious activities. To many, the countryside is conceived as a green and 
tranquil backdrop under which rather urban-oriented activities are pursued. In some routinely 
crowded spots, the recreational sites in a way serve as extension of or surrogate urban parks. The 
intensive zone thus serves as sacrifice sites to attract and contain the majority of pai1< users, and to 
absorb their impacts. They reduce visitor penetration into park interior and hence lower the 
degradation burden in the more sensitive areas. A loose spatial segregation of recreational versus 
conservation functions can thus be effected. Some visitors will be channelled into the dispersed zone 
which are linear belts along roads and main footpaths. Usually situated adjacent to the intensive zone, 
it provides less facilities that include shelters, resting points, and possibly also picnic and barbecue ， 
sites. The extensive zone ZQN^X^ the hill country suitable mainlyforhiking. The facilities are designed 
for this particular need, such as maintained footpaths, way-marking, occasional shelters and resting 
points; barbecue and picnic sites are rarely provided. The wilderness zone is characterised by the 
absence of modem developments (except occasional small overhead utilities) and the sight of suchlike 
structures. Situated in the inner heart of parks, it can only be reached on foot. It is the truly natural 
environment that is very much sought by those who relish the untarnished landscape, tranquillity and 
solitude experience. Management input is limited to minorfootpath improvements, a minimum of way-
marki ng necessary for safety reasons, and occasional camp sites for backpack hikers. 
7.4. Precedent Studies 
"a5 Interpretation centres, article by Steven Mannell, and others 
Canadian Architect vol. 39, no. 11,1994 Nov., p. 15-26 
Landscape: scratching the surface 
Blueprint July/August 1998, p. 9,20-24 
Ecotourism, article by David Rains Wallace, and others 
Landscape Architecture vol. 82, no. 8，1992 Aug, p. 33-56,120 
Volcanic ventures: where the c/ear-cutends, article by Michael Leccese 
Landscape Architecture vol. 83, no. 2,1993 Feb, p. 38-43 
Innovations in wet/and trail construction, article by Polly 日 Aidi 
Landscape Architecture vol. 83, no. 7,1993 July, p. 120-122 
Point de foHe -Maintenant『architecture, article by Jacques Derrida, 
and Bernard Tschumi ‘ 
AA Files no. 12,1986 Summer, p.65-75 
(to be cont'd on next page) 
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Pare de la Villette, 1983 
a+u Architecture and Urbanism 
March 1994 Special Issue 
Bernard Tschumi 1983-1993 
When confronted with an urbanistic program, an architect may either 
a) design a masterly construction, an inspired architectural gesture (a composition); 
b) take what exists, fill in the gaps, complete the text, scribble in the margins (a complement); 
c) deconstruct what exists by critically analysing the historical layers that preceded it, even adding 
other layers derived from elsewhere - from other cities, other parks (a palimpsest); 
d) search foran intermediary-an abstract system to mediate between the site (as well as all given 
constraints) and some other concept, beyond city or program (a mediation). 
This new park is formed by the encounter of three autonomous systems, each with its own logic, 
particularities and limits; the system of objects, the system of movements and the system of spaces. The 
overlay of the different systems thus creates a carefully stage series of tensions that enhances the 
dynamism of the park. 
However, the Pare de la Villette project had a specific aim: to prove that it was possible to construct a 
complex architectural organisation without resorting to traditional mies of composition, hierarchy and 
order. ‘ 
The principle of superimposition of three autonomous systems of points, lines and surfaces was 
developed by rejecting the totalizing synthesis of objective constraints evident in the majority of large-
scale projects. 
The Park is a series of cinegrams, each of which is based on a precise set of architectonic, spatial or 
programmatic transformations. Contiguity and superimposition of cinegrams are two aspects'of 
montage. Montage, as a technique, includes such other devices as repetition, invei^ion, substitution 
and insertion. These devices suggest an art of rupture, whereby invention resides in contrast - even 
in contradiction. 
Developments in architecture are generally related to cultural developments motivated by new 
functions, social relations or technological advances. We have taken this as axiomatic for our scheme. ^ 
which aims to constitute itself as image, as structural model and as a paradigmatic example of ， ^ ^ 
architectural organisation. Proper to a period that has seen the rise of mass production, serial § 
repetition and disjunction, this concept for the Park consists of a series of related neutral objects whose ~ 
very similarity allows them to be 'qualified by function. Thus in its basic structure each Fo//e is bare, S 
undifferentiated and 'industrial' in character; in the specialisation of its program it is complex, articulated 
and weighted with meaning. 
Each 厂(7//i5constitutes an autonomous sign that indicates its independent programmatic concerns and 
possibilities while suggesting, through a common structural core, the unity of the total system. This 
interplay of theme and variation allows the Park to read symbolically and structurally, while permitting 
maximum programmatic flexibility and invention. 
Programmatic combination offoHes: 
L5: cinema-restaurant, piano-bar, video theatre, observatory, shops, running track, possibly small 
radio studio. N5: children's fo/ie, drawing workshop, tarzan-bar, slide, water games, the 
administration. N7:folie of spectacles, waterwheel, first aid clinic. ， 
Interruption of a journey 
Tanja Ten Berge, Een Onderbreking Van Een Reis 
Archiprix 94, the best plans by Dutch students 
This transferium, a place where motorists can continue their journey by public 
transport, is sited between Barcelona and Madrid. Transferia perform a pivotal function 
in the linking of private and public transport; they are intended to bring out the strong 
points of both transport systems. 
Terminal transferia are sited at the outer ends of urban public transport routes. Field transferia are 
found along through routes, in between the traveller's point of departure and his destination. The 
transferium at issue here is of the latter type and is set at a node on a major European route near 
Medinaceli in the province of Soria. This is where secondary roads from all around converge on the 
motorway. It is also the last place where the motorway and the railway to Madrid are contiguous. 
Underpinning the design is the landscape of the Spanish plateau. The programme's components 
proceed from the logical sequence of movement from car to public transport. Superpositioning 
programme and landscape creates four platforms for the four different speeds at the transferium: 
parking platform, bus platform, train platform and a platform for a more extended stay. Ascenario of 
arrival, appropriation and departure is enacted on and between the platforms. 
Three stopping places 
Rob Hootsmans, Diie Stopplaatsen 
Archiprix 94, the best plans by Dutch students 
The three stopping places for motorists — an automat, a drugsto-re-staurant and an all-
in melting pot — are in the vicinity of Arras, each along its own section of motorway yet 
within a stone's throw of one another. 
They distort the image of reality the carbound traveller has by evoking an associative sequence of 
6VG 门 ts, dissonances i 门 th6 monotony. 
Differences between the three stopping places are heightened by siting each in a different type of 
landscape and along separate motorways. Each site represents a densifying of reality: a former 
demarcation line giving a view across an expanse of fields and a British cemetery of the Canal du 
Nord, two slagheaps in a flat urbanised area, picturesque spot where the TGV railway line and power 
pylons cross a German cemetery. Fixing the identities of the stopping places is the intensity of traffic on 
their particular stretch of road and their position in the network of motorways; they are, respectively, 
compact, mid-size and full-size. ‘ ‘ 
The one similarity amidst all these differences is the way each stopping place shows the motorised 
traveller the areas named above. This observation on the part of the traveller is activated by a 
circulation route which exerts a centrifugal force on the traffic in each direction. Only at the centre of 
this whirlpool, a European focus of xenotopic nationalities, do the two flows converge. The closer you 
get to this point the finer the details become. Here, as in the landscape, materials blend unmediated on 
into the other, so that the motorist remains long-sighted, despite the slow motion. 
Out of this silent, artificial landscape the stranger to these parts can survey through coloured glass the 
traffic-bound vista as if it were a surrealistic attraction, as he munches an exotic sandwich or two. 
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TIRO CON ARCO 
Archery Range. Barcelona 1989/1991 
EL CROQUIS 49/50 Enric Miralles/Carme Pinos 1988/1991 Under construction 
Both buildings-competition and training - have an almost identical programme: their placement as 
defined in the Hebron Valley area is similar. 
Both serve the surface areas developed opposite them, and their placement and shape are 
conditioned by the earthen embankment they are part of. Both also develop the constructive 
possibilities which arise from containing earth. 
Each one is, however, moulded to different rtiythms of occupancy: the training building almost follows 
the movements of the athletes - it is a porch which looks onto itself-while the competition building 
distributes the 4000 spectators who will attend the trials over the upper level. 
Both buildings will later become part of the Landscape, the archery project, however, has yet to 
correspond to the place it has been built for. ‘ 
For this reason, during construction, several shifts were made to bring it closer to the site: in the 
training building, the roofs seek a relationship with emerging vegetation of the Marti-Codolar complex 
located on the lower levels, while in the competition building, the prefabricate concrete approaches the 
disorder and splitting of the self-teaching areas on the edges of the park 
The archery project is developed within the design forthe Igualada Cemetery, although time works 
differently in each one. 
The construction and solution forthe archery design seem to have arrived in an instant-it appears to 
be rubbing, and in it one can read, like in a text. It is not a matter of〈drawing〉, but simply of〈tracing〉 
It is a design which appears and is shaped in an instant. It folds, like a blueprint, around the conditions 
of the embankment and the programme, experimenting with being an interior, a protected, indifferent 
place. It is a design which has arisen by ribbing on others, rubbing on the site — hence some of its 
automatism. But this is also the source of its apparent appearance in an instant, with construction 
materials which do not seem to belong to it. 
The archery and Igualada cemetery designs develop the constmctive potential offered by the fact of 






PARQUE CEMENTERIO DE IGUALADA 
Park and Cemetery. Igualada, Barcelona. 1985/1991 
EL CROQUIS 49/50 Enric Miralles/Carme Pinos 1988/1991 Under construction 
Time works differently herefrom the Archery range. 
Here the construction and the planes are able to look at each other in the same way as one's eyes 
glance distractedly over a page of text. 
It is the model from which we take the tracings for the other project. One design has been drawn on 
top of the other repeating profiles and thinking of something else. 
The cemetery design works like a place. 
The service building also works like a place, in this case it is equivalent to the cutting in the terrain. 
A specular symmetry of itself would provide a similar cross-section: roof light, cornice, double interior. 
Things have been attached to the first construction here in the cemetery; momentary answers which 
provide the result of an assembly: changes to the constructive system. 
Thus, both the technique for the construction of embankments through the placement of horizontal metal 
mesh which sews up the natural angles of the break in the terrain, thus increasing this slope, as well as 
the double layers of coating: cast pieces on the closure of the coffins, and pieces of concrete on the 
walls... 
They are small pieces of on-site pre-cast concrete. 
They do not hide what they cover, but uncover the edges of the cutting. They are places to be filled 
with small individual sections. 
To use this place is to make it disappear: like leaves on a wooden pavement or rain washing soil 
towards the bottom of the cutting., .but at the end of the construction, the data return: to leave the site in 
an ascending direction. The progressive occupancy of the cutting by soil and vegetation. And silence 
as one descends. 
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CENTRO SOCIAL DE HOSTALETS 
Civic Center. Hostaletsde Balenya, Barcelona. 1986/1992 
EL CROQUIS 49/50 Enric Miralles/Carme Pinos 1988/1991 Under construction 
The allotment is on the boundary between the city and the periphery. The movement which gave 
shape to the building was the act of making the building disappear from this place. Something like a 
huge door through which the light of the large auditorium of the Centre escapes out onto the street... 
The building belongs to this distant street-it is its ultimate point. The auditorium is in it and not on the 
allotment 
Beside the window there is a door diving access to the games areas, where the pieces already make 
up a protected, distant building. The ramps make the terrace accessible from the garden, and the 
building one again becomes walls and shadows. ‘ 
The auditorium (capacity 300), the rooms (workshops, bar, meetings and lecture rooms), the terraces 
under, inside, above... Three spaces and three unconnected activities. Only the echo of some in 
others. The auditorium is the basis of the projects: the geometry of the project is provided by its 
placement, defining its limits. The other pieces cover it, forming a structure in which a lattice beam and 
a bridging joists of composite profiles, connected by a metal pillar, constitute the structural unity which, 
bearing up successive levels, constructs the roof of this auditorium. The lack of coincidence of this ’ 
geometry as one moves enables the light to enter. 
The ramps, however, do not guide one's movement but provide the building shape. They form part of 
a complex wall. Here, some of the problems arising from the design have been resolved: the 
concurrence of the two extreme visions: terraces to the pathway or ramps to climb. 
What seemed to identify with a similar posture to <contraposto> reflection, doubt in the act of moving, 
has been resolved through the perception of this small gap in which one level always moves over the 
next along the section... 
The text of〈Interior de un Bolsillo> describes what this hall could be: turn it round, empty it. _ • non-
perspective rooms. Rooms which are shaped as they are recognised: they are not there. 
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